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Announcements 

Habitable Worlds 2021 Virtual Workshop
February 22–26, 2021

 
Your expertise in your discipline is needed to help shape the future

study of habitability and detectability of life on exoplanets! The goal of

this NExSS workshop is to identify opportunities and obstacles to cross-

disciplinary collaboration on the questions of what makes planets

habitable, and life on them detectable. This workshop will be a mix of

invited plenaries, contributed talks, open engagement sessions, and

interactive panels. Participants are encouraged to join the conference

Slack workspace for further discussions and networking. For more

information, please see: https://aas.org/meetings/aastcs8/habitable.

 

Registration is still open and is $75 per person. Please join us! 
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exoplanet-talks.org
 

Exoplanet-talks.org is a scientific presentation platform for extrasolar
planet research. Registered users (restricted to active scientists in the
field) can upload their presentations, which are stored under subject

area and with a range of keywords, to make the platform easily
searchable. Users can ask questions either publicly or privately via a
discussion console. All presentations are viewable to the public at
large. Users remain owners of their uploaded presentations, which

can be removed by their owners at any time. Visit: https://exoplanet-
talks.org/ for more information!
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ExoExplorers Science Series Talks
Monthly until June 11, 2021

The ExoExplorers have been selected, and now it's time to learn
about their research! The inaugural group of 10 early career
scientists represent the diversity of exoplanet research and NExSS
itself. Each month, two ExoExplorers will give a talk on their
research. These seminars will continue until June 2021. Please
attend and show your support to these accomplished early career
scientists!

More information here:
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exep/exopag/exoexplorers/exoexplore
rs-welcome/

Picture Credit: NASA Exoplanets Division

https://aas.org/meetings/aastcs8/habitable
https://exoplanet-talks.org/
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exep/exopag/exoexplorers/exoexplorers-welcome/


Announcements 

Exoplanet Virtual Talk Calendar
 

The NASA Exoplanet Science Institute (NExScI) is now maintaining a
monthly calendar of exoplanet talks.  This could be a great way for a

speaker and/or a department to make a broader impact in the
exoplanet community in today’s world. If your institution is interested,
please have your department’s colloquium organizer or appropriate

designee fill out the Google form on the NExScI website.  Once
approved, the talk will appear on our Virtual Exoplanet Talk website

and listed in our Google calendar.
 

https://nexsci.caltech.edu/missions/remote_exoplanets.shtml

52nd Lunar and Planetary Science
Conference 
March 15-19, 2021

This year, the world's premier planetary science conference,
LPSC, will be held virtually! This year's conference will follow
a different format, with 3-minute contributed talks followed
by longer panel discussions for each session. Plenaries such
as the Masursky Lecture will be live-streamed and remain 

their typical time of 1 hour.  LPSC will also feature the traditional NASA Headquarters update and
a special plenary on the status of the Planetary Science Decadal Survey. For more information
and to register, please see: https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2021/

Registration deadline: March 5th, 2021

New NExSS Publication Bulletin 
 

Have you published a paper on your NExSS-related research lately
that you'd like to share with the entire community? Submit its
information to the NExSS Publication Bulletin! This is an efficient
way to ensure your NExSS colleagues are reading about your
discoveries so we can move exoplanets forward together. Send the
Title of publication & author(s), the DOI / arXiv information (if
available), 1 sentence summarizing your results, and 1 sentence
summarizing the relevance of your work to NExSS to Dan Larsen at
dlarsen9@uw.edu. 

You can also put links to your work in the #publications channel in
the NExSS Slack workspace. Happy scienceing! 
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe12L6iSIejpZORnotXHTkr32iS06Bnumq37IRY30N4o7I9GA/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1
https://nexsci.caltech.edu/missions/remote_exoplanets.shtml
https://www.hou.usra.edu/meetings/lpsc2021/
http://uw.edu/
http://uw.edu/


INTERVIEW WITH

DR. SARA WALKER
By Pilar Vergeli

Dr. Sara Walker began her academic career like

many of us, not really sure of what she wanted to

do. “I thought, I like science, so I would just take all

the science classes, biology, chemistry, math and

physics.” It was during this time that she developed

her love of physics. “I remember going around my

community college saying that ‘I'm going to be a

theoretical physicist!’ and everyone thinking that

this is such an odd career choice.” Her physics and

mathematics professors were supportive and

tremendously influential on her decision to pursue

a career in physics. “I think what drew me to want

to do physics is the ability to describe the world

with mathematics and to be able to predict things

and go out and discover them, and I just thought

that was like the coolest thing ever.”

With theoretical physics in her sights, Sara pursued

a bachelor’s of science in physics at Florida

Institute of Technology and a PhD in physics and

astronomy at Dartmouth. At Dartmouth, Sara

started working with a cosmologist that

introduced her to astrobiology, but it wasn’t love at

first sight. During her PhD, she was tasked with a

project on origins of life and homochirality. “I was

trying to look at symmetry breaking in chemical

systems where you would get all right or left

handed variety, which maps to interesting

problems that physicists care about.”

Although she was making progress, Sara felt that

this work was not fundamental and almost went

back to studying cosmology full time. “I think after

a certain point reading enough origin of life

literature, I realized that nobody actually had a clue

what life is or how it originates and I found it really

interesting.”

It was in this epiphany that changed her academic

career path to a field where she felt that real

discoveries could be made that would completely

revolutionize human knowledge. With a new

resolve, Sara completed postdoctoral positions at

Georgia Tech and at Arizona State University (ASU)

before joining ASU as faculty. 

Now as an associate professor, Sara’s favorite part

of the job is working with her students and

postdocs. “I think one thing I do that’s a bit

different is to develop idea with them not give

them an idea. You get to work with somebody

that's developing the way they think, the way they

think about science and how they ask questions.

For me, guiding students to learn how they think is

the most fun thing that I do at my job.” When Sara

is not working, she enjoys running in the

mountains near her home and spending time with

her two very funny and awesome kids. “Four and

seven year old jokes are good way to relax.”
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Academia is a challenging career, particularly for

women in science. Dr. Sara Walker, is no stranger

to this challenge and has had to learn how to turn

lemons into lemonade. A motivating moment in

her career came when she was approached by a

senior scientist after giving a talk. “I was told that

the only reason I could say the things that I was,

was because I was young, perky, and cute and if

anyone else was saying those things that

everybody would just be arguing with them.” For a

long time, this was among her least favorite

moments in her career until she realized that he

said those things because she was pushing the

envelope of science. “I'm really proud of myself

and my career. I've always been really honest and

focused on the problems that I think are

important. I think that's why that was a

compliment, even if not intended as one, because

he was basically saying that he'd be too afraid to

say the things that I was saying.” 

Sara’s galvanized motivation has guided her in

pushing the boundaries of physics and

astrobiology. Having such revolutionary ideas led

to her essay being selected for the one and only

“Out of the Box Thinking Prize” awarded from the

Foundational Questions and Science Institute. “I

feel like that's like a microcosm of my career.”

Because Sara’s work on origins of life is conducted

from a physics perspective, it often takes some

time to reach common ground with other

scientists researching the same thing. “So, my

work is always a little different, but I think that's

good.”

Sara’s origins of life research has been a unique

contribution to the NExSS team. In the beginning,

Sara’s research focused more on what life is rather

than looking for life. When she joined NExSS, she

learned of new ways to apply her questions.

“Understanding what life is could be helpful to

exoplanet science in particular because it is a

different way to look at the problem of finding

alien life. A lot of people are focused on how can

we discover alien life by searching for signatures of

life as we know it. I am focused on the question of

how can we learn about alien life, and use that to

learn constraints on what life is in the universe. I

want to test our hypotheses about life in alien

environments to inform our general understanding

of what life is.” 

Looking to the future, Sara is interested in pushing

the limits of origins of life research even further

with grand goals for origins of life research. “I really

want to help the international community raise

enough money for a large-scale origin of life

experiment. I think one of the biggest problems in

astrobiology is we don't have real concrete

international collaboration in origins of life

research. Most of the current research almost

always has nothing to do with the actual transition

from non-living to living matter. It has to do with

making some molecule that's in life as we know it.

I think there really needs to be a concerted effort

and a huge investment of capital to make origins

of life science into an actual hypothesis testing

science on the nature of the transition from non-

living to living things.”
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THE 237TH MEETING OF THE AMERICAN

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
By Jessica Noviello

Last month, thousands of astronomers and

astronomy professionals met virtually for the 237th

Meeting of the American Astronomical Society, and

it was quite a busy week for all involved. According

to AAS President Dr. Paula Szkody, there were 623

oral presentations, 551 iPosters (a virtual poster

which enables multimedia presentations, such as

videos), and 268 iPoster+’s (an iPoster accompanied

by an oral presentation of the poster). All of the

talks were recorded and will soon be available to all

AAS members to visit and listen to at their

convenience. In addition to the science talks, there

were 11 different Town Hall events with leaders of

NASA and the National Science Foundation, among

others. Many useful workshops were held before

the general meeting even started. To say the week

was full of science is an understatement!
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The meeting relied on communication primarily via

a total of 369 Slack channels, which gave everyone

the ability to read and engage in discussions before,

during, and after major sessions and individual

talks. In the way that one might move from room to

room of a meeting, one could instead jump from

channel to channel, and even be involved in

multiple conversations at once. 24 channels were

devoted to the study of exoplanets, from

demographics to atmosphere to observational

parameters of missions such as TESS. 

To listen to talks, an attendee would navigate to the

day’s list of sessions on the meeting website and

click on the “Join” button. The link directed the user

to a Zoom room where the speaker, session chair,

and other attendees were. The Slack channel that

corresponded to the session was used to organize

questions and guide discussions rather than a

Zoom chat window, which was disabled during the

talks for all but the session chairs and speakers. In

this way, the dialogue remained organized and

would not disappear once the Zoom session ended 
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This meeting also included a virtual exhibit hall,

where 59 exhibitors gathered to talk to anyone who

stopped by. Many exhibitors also had digital

documents and brochures, which attendees could

then put into their virtual “Swag Bags” to read later.

When visiting a booth, an attendee could go into

the exhibit’s Zoom room and meet with the people

representing the group. These exhibitors also

hosted 71 exhibitor webinars through the Zoom. By

joining this, I was able to get what was basically a

private presentation from the Chief Technologist of

NASA’s Exoplanet Exploration Program, Dr. Nick
Siegler, on the Starshade technology, a sunflower-

like shield being designed to maximize the amount

of blocked light from stars so we can better observe

exoplanet atmospheres. I was also able to meet

many astronomical scientists at the NExScI booth,

and heard some fun stories about past AAS

meetings while I was there. For me, these personal

interactions was the most enjoyable part of the

conference.

It is no small feat to fit a dynamic meeting with no

shortage of complex topics into a virtual format,

but the 237th AAS meeting did an admirable job.

And if you missed this winter’s conference, fear not!

According to the meeting organizers, “the platform

will be available to registrants for 30 days before

being archived. After the program has been

archived, we will instruct all AAS members on how

they may access the information.” The Slack

channel will also be available to attendees until

February 15th, after which instructions will go out

regarding future access.

We congratulate all those who were honored with

AAS Prizes and Awards at this meeting, and

enthusiastically thank all those who worked hard to

plan the meeting and keep it running smoothly.

This virtual meeting format will be repeated soon;

the AAS has announced that the 238th Meeting of

the AAS will also be held virtually instead of in

Anchorage, Alaska. We hope to see many NExSS

members there!
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The meeting did, of course, have a large number of

plenary and prize talks as well. President Szkody’s

welcome talk focused on highlighting the

successes of AAS during a difficult year, such as the

increased access to AAS journals and increasing the

number of open-access journals and AAS’

involvement in U.S. President Biden’s science

transition plan. Moving forward, AAS President

Szkody’s goals are to design the next AAS Strategic

Plan, and to develop strong and respectful

relationships with Native Americans, on whose

ancestral land many telescopes were or will be

built. To this end, this AAS meeting specifically

featured science sessions on engaging with

Indigenous communities and creating

“collaborations with integrity” (as one session was

named). 



WELCOME TO THE 

NEW NEXSS TEAMS!

We are proud to introduce these new projects and members to the NExSS

community! These are just some of the teams who indicated on their successful

proposals that they would like to join our research coordination network. Many

new teams have accepted our invitation, and we are currently awaiting

confirmation from others. Please say hello to them on the #hello_my_name_is

channel on the NExSS Slack workspace. Welcome to NExSS!
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EPRV with EXPRES on the Lowell Discovery Telescope
PI: John Brewer

San Francisco State University

Metal Enrichment of Giant Planets During their Final Formation Stages
PI: Yasuhiro Hasegawa

Jet Propulsion Laboratory 

Chemical Assessment of M-dwarf and Their Rocky Exoplanets to Improve
Characterization in the TESS/JWST Era
PI: Natalie Hinkel

Southwest Research Institute, San Antonio

Moderate Resolution Spectroscopy of Directly Imaged Exoplanets
PI: Quinn Konopacky

University of California, San Diego

Spectroscopy and Lightcurves of Terrestrial Exoplanet Analogs: Earth and
Mars from the EPOXI Discovery Mission
PI: Timothy Livengood

University of Maryland and Goddard Space Flight Center

Welcome!



Removal of micro-telluric features by adapting high precision atmospheric
trace gas retrieval techniques
PI: Keeyoon Sung

CalTech

Polarization Signatures of Habitable Exoplanets
PI: Kim Bott

University of California, Riverside 

A suite of tools for characterizing Imaged exoplanets using high resolution
spectropolarimetry
PI: Theodora Karilidi

University of Central Florida

Studying the Habitable Zones of Nearby Main Sequence Stars with Precision
Nulling Interferometry
PI: Steve Ertel

Large Binocular Telescope Interferometer (LBTI) & Steward Observatory
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A picture of attendees of the first Exoplanets in Our

Backyard conference (February 2020), which many

people in NExSS attended. PC: LPI Staff


